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KASANOVA
KASANOVA Magazine is a luxury lifestyle resource for men. The vision for KASANOVA Magazine is to create the next 
BEST thing in men’s entertainment, incorporating all of the luxury lifestyle components, including KASANOVA Kars; a 
private inventory of the world’s ultra exclusive sports and supercars, the hottest travel destinations, dining at it’s finest, 
wealth management, fashion, dating and relationship advice, sports, of course models, or as KASANOVA calls them, 
KITTENZ, and so much more...

TheThe magazine itself features celebrity interviews and pictorials, the highest quality of written articles and content, lavish 
lifestyle advertisers and services, combined with the classiest and most inticing pictorials of KASANOVA’s KITTENZ 
the world has yet to see.



?KASANOVA
KASANOVAOnline.com will become the only web domain that needs to be visited by any KASANOVA 
himself to start his day off right. Users will have the ability to create personalized login and passwords, and 
access a complete platform of luxury lifestyle article content, our KITTENZ Gallery and our KASANOVA Kars 
Gallery and so much more.

Our subscribers will enter the KASANOVA 
Lounge to enjoy access to the KITTENZ 
Gallery to view personal bios of our models 
with photos and videos to showcase the true 
beauty of our KITTENZ.

But to really experience the true KASANOVA But to really experience the true KASANOVA 
lifestyle, sign up today to become an 
ULTIMATE KASANOVA for only $25,000 a 
year for an annual membership, and receive 
both print and digital editions of KASANOVA 
Magazine, Full KASANOVAOnline.com site 
access and VIP Tickets to our annual private 
KASANOVA Events and get to meet and KASANOVA Events and get to meet and 
mingle with KASANOVA’s KITTENZ.

Sign up now and join the KASANOVA 
Family!



KASANOVAonline.comKASANOVA



Height: 5' 8" 

Hometown: Los Angeles, CA
 











Ronn Motor Company (based in Austin, TX) utilizes a hydrogen gen-
erator to create hydrogen on demand, which improves gas mileage and 
reduces emissions in its Scorpion models.  All of this fuel conservation 
is pivotal when you’re powering a 3.5-liter twin turbo V-6 engine with 
450 horsepower and 302 lb*ft of raw torque.

So exactly what kind of mileage are we talking about here?  How about 
40 miles per gallon.  That’s right, the Ronn Scorpion allows you to 
travel in excess of 200 miles per hour, with a 0 to 60 time of 3.5 
seconds, more efficiently than your Greenpeace neighbor and his 
Toyota Prius.

But the technological marvels under the hood are only one side of this But the technological marvels under the hood are only one side of this 
very alluring supercar coin.  Without question, there’s just no denying 
the sheer eye candy factor of the Scorpion.  The attention to detail that 
exists in every contour of its carbon fiber body, two-piece forged 
Modena wheels, and key neon lighting (found in the interior and engine 
bay) scream top of the line.

And with so many high-end features, you can expect a high-end price And with so many high-end features, you can expect a high-end price 
tag.  The Scorpion and the limited edition Scorpion HX are available 
for $175,000 and $250,000 respectively.  Since the cars are virtually 
built per order with an extensive waiting list, you’ll also have to pay a 
$5,000 production reservation.

Doing so many things right from both a supercar enthusiast and ecoDoing so many things right from both a supercar enthusiast and eco-
friendly perspectives has turned a lot of heads.  With coverage from the 
likes of Specialty Equipment Market Association (SEMA) and MSN, 
as well as tours from Vegas to Monte Carlo, the Scorpion is getting all 
of the attention it deserves.  But it should be noted that all of this 
positive publicity is the result of a very respectable corporate stance.

Every facet of the Scorpions allure stems directly from Ronn Motor 
Company’s mission statement, which includes a promise to focus their 
efforts on “leading edge design, environmentally friendly, finely built 
premium automobiles, balancing stunning looks and performance with 
eco-responsible power systems.”  And it’s safe to say that the Ronn 
Scorpion has hit this very lofty nail, right on the head.

All cars featured are available for purchase through KASANOVA KARS

RONN SCORPION SUPERCAR 

 KASANOVA - Adam Ballard
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KASANOVA KARS is WORLD renowned for only selling 
the HOTTEST SUPERCARS and quite frankly this truly is 
the HOTTEST car on Earth right now! The Lamborghini 
Reventon is a stunning creation coming from the geniuses at 
Lamborghini. 

It is a remarkable creation that looks fantastic in pictures but 
in person this car truly moves you! The Reventon is a mid-
engine Super Sports Car that actually debuted at the 2007 
Frankfurt Auto Show. It is currently the most powerful and 
most expensive “LAMBORGHINI” to-date. The Official 
Press Release stated that only 20 of these fine examples of 
perfection will be built ( and only 19 will be released to the 
public), because the last car ( No. 20) will be going to the 
Lamborghini Museum. Each magnificent Reventon is clearly 
stamped with its number in the sequence built-between the 
driver passenger.

Visit KASANOVAonline.com to view our complete 
available KARS gallery or email us at 
KARS@KASANOVAonline.com. Serious Inquiries Only.

KASANOVA KARS 
currently has 3 of these beauties available for sale. 

Year: 2008  Make: Lambo Reventon  Matte Gray/Gray
Delivery: Immediate    Location: US  
KASANOVA Price: kars@kasanovaonline.com 

Year: 2008  Make: Lambo Reventon  Matte Gray/Gray  
Delivery: Immediate    Location: US  
KASANOVA Price: kars@kasanovaonline.com

Year: 2008  Make: Lambo Reventon  Matte Gray/Gray  
Delivery: Immediate    Location: US  
KASANOVA Price: kars@kasanovaonline.com
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Ah, Sweden.  The world thanks you for your beautiful blondes, delicious 
foods, and contributions to music.  However the world (literally the planet 
Earth) owes you a kind word of gratitude for your latest achievement, the 
Koenigsegg CCXR.  Or as I like to refer to it, the supercar green machine.

CCXR Makes Sweden Even Sexier



Those familiar with Koenigsegg’s CCX supercar, should grasp this 
quickly.  In a nutshell, you’re still getting everything that made the CCX 
a supercar icon, only now there are some earth friendly fuel alternatives.  
If you’re wondering what difference this makes to people who aren’t 
tree-hugging hippies, please read on.

TheThe amazing thing about this nature friendly monster is how it utilizes 
fuel.  Specifically, the CCXR can be fueled by E85 and E100 Biofuel, as 
well as 98 octane petrol.  Here’s where the fun starts.  If you were 
zipping around in your CCXR with a tank of standard petrol, your engine 
output would be about 806 horsepower.  Now if you fill up on E85 
Biofuel, your number of horses jumps to a beastly 1018.

Here’sHere’s the method behind the madness.  The CCXR’s 4.7 litre twin 
supercharged engine burns E85 and E100 Biofuel with a significantly 
greater efficiency than regular petrol.  E85 has a higher internal cooling 
capacity and overall octane rating, allowing the engine to operate at a 
higher compression, with increased boost pressure and greater spark 
advance (as compared to the standard CCX).  On top of all these posi-
tives is the fact that exhaust temperatures remain the same between both 
models.  models.  

While the planet itself would no doubt be impressed with these stats, 
let’s talk about how fast the CCXR can blaze across her surface.  Con-
verting from metric speeds, the CCXR’s 0 to 60 mph speed clocks in at 
3.1 seconds, with a 0 to 124 mph time of only 8.9 seconds.  With a top 
speed in the 250 mph ballpark and a 60 to 0 mph breaking distance of 32 
meters, you’ve got enough stop and go to make even Mother Earth 
blush.

Ultimately, with the CCXR you’re getting a lot more bang for your buck.  
And all of the flare you love about the CCX carries over to the CCXR.  
Factory paint jobs can be as loud or as intimidating as you prefer, with a 
variety of interiors to boot.  In short, there’s a reason Forbes named the 
CCXR one of the top ten most beautiful cars in history.  So if you’ve 
been jonesing to splurge on a CCX, go ahead and pony up for a CCXR… 
for the planet sake.

- Adam Ballard

KOENIGSEGG 

All cars featured are available for purchase through KASANOVA KARS

 KASANOVA
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KASANOVA KARS 
currently has 3 of these beauties available for sale. 

Year: 2008  Make: Lambo Reventon  Matte Gray/Gray  
Delivery: Immediate    Location: US  
KASANOVA Price: $2,640,500.00 USD

Make: Bugatti Veyron         Model: Pur Sang  
Polished Body/Anthracite Black
Miles: Delivery/New Car         Delivery: Immediate  
Location: US
KASANOVA Price:  kars@kasanovaonline.com
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KASANOVA KARSTM

One of KASANOVA’s favorites is the Bugatti Veyron 
16.4 and if you have had the pleasure to be in the company 
of one of these remarkable machines-you feel it all around 
you-rather like a presence. And if you are lucky enough to 
own one (or more) it is an automotive work of art-like no 
other! It is also technical tour de France- featuring a 1001 
horsepower engine with a seven-speed transmission and 
threethree driving models…..WOW! Bugatti is only making 
300 Veyron’s and only 5 very rare Pur Sang Models!

Visit KASANOVAonline.com to view our complete 
available KARS gallery or email us at 
KARS@KASANOVAonline.com. Serious Inquiries Only.



Any committed Porsche lover is all too familiar with this name and 
the family it belongs to. The most recent model of the Gemballa 
Porsche exudes engineering genius, with it phenomenal design and 
innovative creativity. The Avalanche Roadster GTR 600 is already 
the head of its class, and is obviously the most masculine way to 
drive with the top down.

Not only is it a beauty, but function and design are key components Not only is it a beauty, but function and design are key components 
in the uniqueness of this machine. The appropriate front apron 
serves not only protective purposes but also acts as a temperature 
moderator of the power unit and brakes, and keeps them at normal 
levels when subjected to high forces and top speeds.

PORSCHE Gemballa GT





The strapping side skirts firmly in a bold line flow to the redesigned metal 
finished body, with a more copious air intake for the larger turbo engine. The 
true keys to the success of this track winner, is found in the rear details of the 
car. The exhaust pipe has strategically been built in the center of the 
Gemballa rear apron, this serves to avoid disruption of the airflow at the rear 
diffuser. A well thought out and brilliant modification that makes a huge dif-
ference between who wins and who doesn’t, especially if racing for pinks.
The 4 exhaust-pipe tips allows for splendid sounds to be released and recog-
nized as the rumbling roar of the Gemballa Roadster.

Thanks to impeccable optimization of mechanical and electronic compo-
nents, this Roadster now boasts over 600 bhp. The torque beautifully peaks at 
a phenomenal 840 Nm. Now that’s quick.
The matt black thunderbolt can go from 0 – 100 in 3.5 seconds. The 
maximum speed is enough to safely avoid any slipping mud slides, as they 
surely can’t move at 320 km/hr.

WithWith all this power, forethought of design was absolutely necessary to 
maintain control of such a beast. With the latest generation H&R Stainless 
steel coil over which has been specifically adapted for the Avalanche 
Roadster. With the expertise of the H&R insight and superb suspension tech-
nology, GEMBALLA is undoubtedly one-of-a-kind.

Impressed? It’s hard not to be. To match the near perfection of the exterior 
build, the interior goes hand-in-hand. With the sports steering wheel at 
optimal measurement and matching aluminum pedals…at first sight, the 
quality of excellence is apparent.

FirstFirst class materials, including nu-buck leather, Alcantara, and carbon, are 
revealed all over the cockpit. Thus, the Avalanche Roadster is truly a pleasure 
in all forms of  automotive existence - design, performance, luxury and 
euphony, concentrated in the smallest space under the open skies.

Its gets even sexier, with the Magic Black model of the Avalanche Roadster 
given a completely matt finish – matt black paint, matt black nu-buck interior, 
combined with matt carbon.

Clearly perfection of design.Clearly perfection of design.
-Jacqueline Stone

PORSCHE Gemballa GT 

All cars featured are available for purchase through KASANOVA KARS KASANOVA



Licensed Carroll Shelby Merchandise

www.slitherclothing.com



FORTUNES IN FORECLOSURES
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Yes, there are fortunes to be made 
dealing in Foreclosures and other dis-
tressed properties. The whole idea of 
Foreclosures is to buy properties for less 
than their true market value, preferably a 
lot less.      

By definition, Fair Market Value is 
established when a willing Buyer and a  
willing Seller, neither one acting under 
undue pressure, agree on a price. Well, a 
Seller facing foreclosure or some other 
type of distressed sale is automatically 
under pressure. Therefore, Fair Market 
Value goes out the window and a Fair Value goes out the window and a Fair 
Price is whatever you can negotiate.

There are pitfalls to buying Foreclosures 
and Distressed properties, though. Like 
anything else, you have to know what 
you are doing and that's what this 
manual is all about.

First of all, what state are you in? There 
is no such thing as a national foreclosure 
law or policy. Each state sets its own 
rules and they vary. Therefore, the first 
thing to do is to familiarize yourself with 
the rules and regulations in your state.

MORTGAGE OR TRUST DEED

First of all, is yours a Mortgage state, or First of all, is yours a Mortgage state, or 
a Trust Deed state? In states where they 
use mortgages, a lender must go to court 
and get a judge's order  in order to fore-
close on a property. In some states, this 
is a fairly simple, automatic process. In 
other states, it can take months or even a 
year or more. year or more. 

Obviously, the more time a property 
owner has, the less pressure he will feel 
to sell quickly. Therefore, you want to 
know how long it takes in your state and 
what the exact procedures are. How 
much pressure is the property owner 
under?

In some mortgage states, the property owner 
even has the right to redeem the property 
after the foreclosure. You might buy a 
property in foreclosure and have to sell it 
back to the original owner - at a profit, of 
course - if he wants to redeem the property 
within a specified period of time after the 
foreclosure sale. Naturally, this can take a lot foreclosure sale. Naturally, this can take a lot 
of the pressure off a property owner. If he/she 
feels that he/she can get the property back 
even after the foreclosure sale, then he/she 
may not feel quite as desperate, so you want 
to know the full situation.

In Trust Deed states, Foreclosure is an auto-
matic, non-judicial process. The formal title 
to the property is held by a Trustee, appointed 
by the Lender, until the Borrower, or 
Property Owner, has paid off the Trust Deed. 
If the Borrower defaults on the loan, then the 
Trustee can foreclose without going to court. 
They don't need a Judge's approval and the They don't need a Judge's approval and the 
entire process takes about four months from 
start to finish.

There is no Right of Redemption, either. 
Once the property is sold at a Foreclosure 
sale, that's it. It's gone. The owner will 
probably never get it back. If they want to, 
they have to cut a private deal with the 
Buyer. The Buyer is under no obligation to 
sell it back to them.

This puts tremendous pressure on the This puts tremendous pressure on the 
property owner. Once the property actually 
goes to Foreclosure, it's gone, along with any 
equity the owner may have built up..

EQUITY
This brings us to the next important question: This brings us to the next important question: 
How much equity is there, if any? If there is 
no equity, then why would you want the 
property? For those of you who may not be 
familiar with the term. Equity is the differ-
ence between the amount  the  property 
owner owes - including any late fees, penal-
ties, Foreclosure fees, back payments due, 
etc. - and the Fair Market Value of the 
property.

This is what it's all about. This is what 
you are after. If there is not enough Equity 
in the property, then walk away and find 
another one. Don't waste your time. The 
whole point of buying Foreclosures and 
Distressed Properties, is to pick up free 
Equity, to be able to turn around and resell 
the property for an immediate profit,, or to the property for an immediate profit,, or to 
be able to rent it out and sit on it for a 
while until it increases in value and builds 
even more Equity.

For example, if a  property owner owes 
$70,000 against the property and the Fair 
Market Value is $100,000 - that's what 
you should be able to sell it for - then 
there is $30,000 Equity in the property.. 

This does not mean that you will make a This does not mean that you will make a 
$30,000 profit if you turn around and 
resell it.  This is a common mistake which 
many novice investors make. You are 
going to have sales-related expenses. 
Either you will have to pay a real estate 
commission or pay for advertising if you 
want to sell the property yourself. You want to sell the property yourself. You 
will also have Closing Costs when you 
buy the property and again when you 
resell it.  all together, these costs could 
end up eating as much as $10,000 or 
more, of that $30,000 Equity. Therefore, 
you have to figure in the costs, before 
deciding whether you really want to buy deciding whether you really want to buy 
the property.

3 STAGES OF THE FORECLOSURE 
PROCESS
The next question you need to ask 
yourself is when you want to try to buy 
the property. There are three distinct 
stages to the Foreclosure process. Each 
one requires a different strategy and 
approach.

THE PRE-FORECLOSURE STAGE
This is when you have to deal directly This is when you have to deal directly 
with the property owner. He/she knows 
he/she is in trouble. Maybe he/she is 
behind in his/her payments and/or 
property taxes.
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This means they can still save their credit 
rating and possibly, even save some of 
their Equity. For example, if the property 
is worth $100,000 and they owe $70,000, 
they might try to sell you the property for 
$75,000 or $80,000. 

They can also avoid the negative conseThey can also avoid the negative conse-
quences of going through foreclosure this 
way. Your job is to try to get as much of 
that Equity as possible, for yourself, by 
paying as little as possible for the 
property. But how do you even find out 
about property owners who are in trouble 
but haven't yet been foreclosed on? There but haven't yet been foreclosed on? There 
are several ways. 

First of all, Foreclosure is a matter of 
public record. Once the property owner 
falls behind in the payments and the 
Lender or Trustee wants to start the Fore-
closure Process, they must send a Notice 
of Default. This is a notice that the 
property owner has violated the terms of 
the Mortgage or Trust Deed agreement the Mortgage or Trust Deed agreement 
and must cure the default or face Foreclo-
sure.

This document gets recorded and is avail-
able for viewing in the public records. 
You can go down to your county court 
house and search these records for Notices 
of Default which interest you. The notice 
will tell you the address of the property, 
the amount of the loan being foreclosed 
on, the Lender or Trustee involved and on, the Lender or Trustee involved and 
how much the property owner owes in 
back payments, late fees, Default fees, etc. 
This is the amount which must be paid off 
to cure the Default and stop the Foreclo-
sure process.

Once you have the Notice of Default, you 
can try to contact the property owner 
directly. In some cases, you will find that 
the address listed on the Notice of Default 
is a mailing address only, such as Post 
Office box. Other times, it will be the 
property address, or a different address 
completely. completely. 

If all you have is a mailing address then you 
have to try to contact the Property owner by 
letter. Be straightforward and tell them what 
your are interested in. They already know 
they are in default, so you don't need to 
waste time telling them that. Get to the 
point. You want to buy their property before 
it is foreclosed on.it is foreclosed on.

If you have a real address to work with, you 
might try contacting the property owner by 
phone, or even in person, bunt be discreet. 
Put yourself in the property owner's position. 
The chances are, you will not be the only 
one contacting them and so they may not be 
happy to hear from them, even though you 
feel you are bringing them good news. Be feel you are bringing them good news. Be 
polite and upbeat and stress that you want to 
help them and give them a fair deal.  If 
they're not interested, then move on to the 
next property and maybe leave them a card 
or some way to contact you if they change 
their mind.

THE FORECLOSURE SALE

If you can't cut a deal with the property If you can't cut a deal with the property 
owner, then you can always wait for the 
foreclosure sale. This too, is a matter of 
public record and by going back to the 
county courthouse, you can find out when 
and where the Foreclosure sale will be held. 
It has to be in a public place, or at least a 
place which is accessible to the public, place which is accessible to the public, 
usually the court house steps (Literally) or 
the Trustee's office.

There are a couple of advantages to waiting 
until the foreclosure sale and the main one is 
that any Equity the property owner had, is 
wiped out.  The Lender or Trustee is under 
no obligation to sell the property for a high 
enough price to save the property owner's 
Equity and no incentive to do so.

The Lender can not make a profit at the The Lender can not make a profit at the 
Foreclosure sale. The Lender can only 
recover any money owed, including princi-
pal, back payments, late fees, Foreclosure 
fees, etc. Any excess goes to the property 
owner. This means you might be able to buy 
the property for the $70,000 which is owed, 
plus the fees. This may be less than you plus the fees. This may be less than you 
would have had to pay the property owner 
before the Foreclosure Sale.

The bad news about buying at the Foreclo-
sure sale is that you have to pay in cash and 
you may not really know what you are 
buying. The cash is what scares away a lot 
of prospective buyers. Not too many people 
have the kind of cash needed and most 
Lenders won't even consider a loan until you 
take title to the property. take title to the property. 

The answer for many investors, is to 
borrow money short term, anywhere and 
any way they can and then get a mortgage 
as soon as they do have title. If you are 
really getting a good deal on the property, 
then this should be relatively easy to do, 
because you will have plenty of Equity.

The real challenge when you buy property The real challenge when you buy property 
at the Foreclosure sale is to know how 
much Equity if any, you are really getting. 
More than one naïve investor has been 
shocked and disappointed to find out that 
they had really bought a Second or even 
Third mortgage at a Foreclosure sale and 
so instead of getting a free and clear so instead of getting a free and clear 
property with lots of Equity, they have 
bought a property encumbered with loans 
that they are responsible for.

HUH? The way this works is really quite 
simple. When someone buys a property 
and takes out a loan, this is known as the 
First Mortgage and it is recorded as a lien 
against the property which must be paid 
off before the property can be sold. Then, 
once they won the property, they may 
decide to tap some of their Equity, by decide to tap some of their Equity, by 
taking out a Second or Third (or Fourth, 
Fifth, etc.) These loans are known as 
Junior Loans and they are subordinate to 
the Senior Loan(s)

What this means, is very simple. The 
property owner has a property has a 
property worth $100,000 at Fair Market 
Value. He/she has a First Mortgage for 
$70,000, but then he/she also has a Second 
loan for $10,000 and a Third Loan for 
$5,0000. You see a Foreclosure sale 
notice. It tells you there is a $5,000 notice. It tells you there is a $5,000 
mortgage against the property and the 
Lender or Trustee is foreclosing because 
of non-payment. With back payments and 
penalties, the Lender is owed a total of 
$7,000.

Wow! You get all excited. The property is 
worth $100,000. The Lender is only owed 
$7,000. That leaves about $93,000 in 
Equity. You are even more excited when 
you are the only bidder at the Foreclosure 
sale and get the property for $7,000! But 
then your joy turns to grief, as you learn 
that you are now responsible for that that you are now responsible for that 
$70,000 First loan and the $10,000 Second 
loan. 

They did not go away just because the 
Third loan foreclosed. The former property 
owner may have been making his 
payments on those loans and so they are 
not in Default - or maybe they are about to 
go into Default and just haven't done so 
yet) 
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The Learjet 60 XR is only 58 ft long with a 43 ft wingspan. Inside of this small personal aircraft, Bombardier was able to 
find room for a spacious 17.67 ft long and 5.71 ft tall cabin, leaving ample space for luggage. In the standard configuration, 
the floor plan will seat up to eight passengers. The interior is modular and allows for a customized floor plan. The cabin also 
features touch screen controls, XM Satellite radio, and ports for electronics like a DVD player or an iPod.
With a maximum cruise speed of 466 knots, the 60 XR is exceptionally quiet and efficient. Its fuel capacity allows for a With a maximum cruise speed of 466 knots, the 60 XR is exceptionally quiet and efficient. Its fuel capacity allows for a 
maximum range of 2,338 nautical miles before refueling. It is also capable of flying at 51K feet above sea level where there 
are much better winds and far less air traffic.

The Learjet 60 XR is not ideal for intercontinental travel, or even transporting your firm to Dallas for your client’s arraign-
ment. It does however provide a reasonably priced, and aesthetically appealing, alternative to the nightmare that is domestic 
commercial air travel.

The 72.33 ft long Cessna Citation X, manufactured in Wichita, KS, was designed to outperform all previous Citation models. 
Cessna has held a reputation for being slow and run of the mill for many years. Noting its spacious and attractive interior, 
sleek and professional body lines, and exhilarating maximum cruise speed of 608 knots, the Citation X does an outstanding 
job of defying the Cessna stereotype.

Despite the 60 XR’s head turning ability, it is an easy 
and affordable aircraft to slip into at only $13 Million. 
Don’t, for a moment, believe that Bombardier cut any 
corners to achieve this. The Learjet 60 XR has been well 
appointed, both in the cockpit and in the cabin.
  The Rockwell Collins ProLine 21 avionics offer pilots 
instant and intuitive flight information from four 8 x 10 
inch LCD flight screens. Along side all flight and diag-
nostic information, pilots are able to pull up approach 
plates and airport diagrams in-flight.
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Santa Barbara County is a quiet sanctuary of golden hills and well-groomed vineyards midway 
between the glitter and bustle of Los Angeles and San Francisco. Family-owned Cambria Estate 
Winery rests upon a southwest-facing slope set on the region’s famed Santa Maria Bench. Seven-
teen miles to the west, the Pacific Ocean makes its presence known most days with driving winds 
and white fog—creating the perfect micro-climate for Pinot Noir, Chardonnay and Syrah.

The best known vineyards on the Cambria Estate—Katherine’s Vineyard (Chardonnay) and Julia's 
Vineyard (Pinot Noir)—are named for owner Barbara Banke’s two daughters.

In addition to creating a heritage for her children, Barbara has worked diligently over the years to 
fine tune and improved the viticultural and winemaking techniques of Cambria in pursuit of 
quality.

With the help of winemaker Denise Shurtleff and General Manager Pat Huguenard, Barbara has 
developed and built Cambria Estate into a world-class producer of wines as compelling as the 
landscape itself.

ESTATE GROWN & BOTTLED



The Bench Break Vineyard Pinot Noir offers the 
minerality of fruit from the most austere section of 
the estate; it is dark, exotic and voluptuous.

BENCH BREAK VINEYARD
Pinot Noir

Lush and tropical Katherine's Chardonnay, named 
for owner Barbara Banke's eldest daughter, is a
 signature wine of the estate.

KATHERINE'S VINEYARD
Chardonnay

The Tepusquet Vineyard Syrah, typical of its cool-
climate origins, is deep, rich, earthy, spicy and 
peppery.

TEPUSQUET VINEYARD
Syrah

Winners from our tasting room





Star of TWILIGHT is Shining Bright
ith the smashing success of TWILIGHT, Billy Burke a key actor who plays Chief Charlie 

Swan, and father to lead actress Kristin Stewart who plays Bella in the romantic vampire 

flick.W
Billy Burke, whose full name is William Albert Burke, was born November 25, 1966 who at 42 years 

old, says he still feels like he’s 27.I suppose that’s living in LA for you.

Billy always had a childhood dream of becoming a Rockstar. Born in Seattle, his dream brought him to 

Los Angeles, where he could pursue his ambition. As it happens his direction landed him as a 

musician, and through his networking in LA, he began with small acting gigs, and with his luck they 

have continued to flow.

KASANOVA:  So, who was your inspiration?

BILLY BURKE: “My inspiration was Burt Reynolds, watching Smokey and The Bandits, they looked like 
they were having a so much fun and getting paid for it. So I figured I want to do that. But I realized the 
glitz and glamour of the Hollywood lifestyle was more than just fun, and that it truly is a business that 
you have to pour your gut into.”

BILLY BURKE

KASANOVA: What are your thoughts on the Hollywood industry?

BILLY BURKE: "It's more of a business than anyone would want it to be. You have to be. There has to 
be  a part of you that digs heartache, because there is a lot of it. It is mostly disappointment. Talent has 
a small part of it. It takes persistence and making your own luck.”
Living in Hollywood for 16 years noLiving in Hollywood for 16 years now, his career appears like it has a consistency…which is the ultimate 
goal in Hollywood, and the ever elusive dream. He’s worked on many projects, including film and televi-
sion; 11 pilots, 2 went to series. WONDERLAND was one of his favorites, created by Peter Berg. Televi-
sion for him has been a lot more accessible… He actually passed on movie roles that he didn't believe 
in.

KASANOVA: So you play a cop, is there a reason you play particular characters or not when you select 
your roles?

BILLY BURKE: “Well, for a long time, I played a lot of roles that were darker roles, where I was either 
killing or being killed. Then I found myself playing many cop roles. I played alongside Anthony Hopkins 
and Ryan Gosling in Fracture, as well as with Diane Lane in Untraceable, and then of course 
TWILIGHT. In fact, I almost didn’t take the part because I was trying to get away from playing a cop. But 
after I read the script I loved it. The story is a beautiful love story between two young adults played 

Q&A
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KASANOVA: Did the success of TWILIGHT come as a surprise?
BILLY BURKE: “No one expected the success. The first weekend has been a smashing success. I think 
it’s sold some tickets though,” he smirked.

KASANOVA: How was the experience working with the cast and crew?
BILLY BURKE: My experience as a whole on set was pleasurable. Katharine Hardwick, the director has 
a great spirit, and allows her actors to explore. The best thing about directors is that if you can feel safe 
with them, like with Katharine, I felt safe pushing boundary lines while exploring the depth of my charac-
ter. I feel across the board the cast was really strong. The team really paid attention to casting. When 
you hire the right people, then you can let them go to work. It really added great texture to the film.”

KASANOVA: Do you have dream roles you would like to play?
BILLY BURKE: “Dream roles are for assholes who think they were born to play certain roles. You are in 
this business to do things you have never done before. Period.”

KASANOVA: What has been the key to your success?
BILLY BURKE:  “Persistence is the key. The world is filled with extremely talented people who think that 
talent will carry them everywhere. It won’t. You have to pour your guts into every fucking thing that you 
do.”

KASANOVA:  “Is there anyone you would like to thank or attribute your life’s success to?
BILLY BURKE: “You know, being in love, and feeling like you are a part of something his highly impor-
tant in life. My wife Pollyanna and my beautiful daughter, Bluesy La Rue is so important to me. I would 
also like to thank my Dad, James Michael Burke. Most fathers probably would have said that acting was 
a bad choice or tell me to have something to fall back on. But he told me to go do it, and hit it hard, and 
don't look back.”

KASANOVA:  You have it all, good looks, charm, a beautiful wife, a successful career…you are a true 
KASANOVA yourself. How does it feel to be a KASANOVA?

BILLY BURKE: “It feels great!”

...continued

Sail Away...
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VOTE FOR ME FOR KITTEN OF THE YEAR!
www.KASANOVAonline.com
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- by Alyssa Choiniere 

Women want chivalry.
This trait is severely lacking in American culture. You don't 
need shining armor or a valiant steed to be chivalrous. All you 
need is a little selflessness. Open the door on a date, pay for 
the meal, and the damsel is yours.

Women want communication.
LetLet us know what you want, when you want it, and how you're 
feeling. You don't have to tell us the tearful story about Spot 
running away when you were five, but if your boss ripped you 
a new one today, let her know. And if her opinion of you is 
dependent on that of your boss, then she probably isn't worth 
your time.

Women want you to let us take control.
YouYou can wear the pants, most of the time, as long as you give 
us a chance to take control sometimes. Women want to 
maintain control of their life and their relationships. You can 
keep the remote, as long as you lend us the handcuffs.

Women want affection.
A kiss on the hand can go further than you think. Affection 
lets us know you care, and a few kisses in public tell us 
you're proud to be with us. Show her off to your friends, and 
never talk her down with them.

Women want the real deal.
MenMen see the ladies swooning over the guys in chick flicks in 
panic. You don't think you can pull off the suave sensitivity 
of Romeo, do you? Well guess what! You don't have to. 
Those guys are fun to look at, but the truth is, they aren't real 
men. If poetry is your thing, then sure, seduce us on the 
balcony. But what we really want is the real deal– a real man. 
If a star-studded role model is what you seek, look to Top 
Gun'sGun's Maverick, not Shakespeare. We want a strong, adven-
turous man who still has a soul, not a silver-tongued myth. 
Because the truth is, at the end of the final act, Romeo is 
dead, and Maverick takes the lady home.

True KASANOVA - How to Satisfy a Woman





THE KEY TO POWER, VITALITY AND 
                  ALMOST SUPERHERO LIKE STRENGTH IS  HORMONES.. 

 RUDY REYES
www.rudyreyes.com

Take a look at the Sports world of Steroid scandal and it is obvious that Performance Enhancing Hormones make 
Athletes bigger, faster and stronger in an unfair degree compared to the "Natural" athletes.  You dont have to be 
a genius to see that Testosterone and Human Growth Hormone make a good athlete into a Great athlete.. A Great 
athlete into a Super Hero.  But I am here to tell You that all of the performance enhancing hormones You need 
for ulmate gains can be created inside Your body with out going to the Drug Dealer or Pharmacy!  Your own 
Physiology holds the secrets for Infinite Performance Potenal.

YYou must be thinking,"Rudy, You are crazy!! the Pro Ballers have Money and Doctors and elite Sports Coaches to 
make the the best Athletes in the World!"  To You I would say yes that is true. But I also know from personal expe-
rience and from scienfic research that through specific training protocols and proper hormone boosng nutri-
on, that the secret of Superman style Youth, Virility and Strengh are at Your finger ps..

In my old Bodybuilder days of the early ninees the Iron Warriors of the Gym used to tell the 150lb Rudy Reyes," 
You goa do squats to make you grow" and "Deadlis and Powercleans build Mass" and that meant mass all 
over... Mass on my Arms coz I am doing squats?  Strong and big Triceps from Power Cleans? it seemed to make 
no sense in relaon to the guidance I was reading in the Bodybuilder Magazines.. Isolaon, Muscle Groups and 
Split Workouts.  Basically bodybuilding at the me focused on Muscles individually.  Powercleans, Squats and 
and Deadlis are compound movements that engage the Muscles as a System, not individually.  And Brother, its 
notnot that big compound Movements make just one set a muscles grow by typical stress/breakdown/rebuild peri-
odizaon reknown in the bodybuilding World of hypertropy aka mass gains, its that Compound Movements 
engage the Whole body and different muscle Fibers is such an overload that More HGH and Testosterone are 
Produced.  The more of those Building Block hormones coursing through the System and the more Lean Muscle 
and Youthful Vitality is Created!!  I had been training my whole life but when I hit 17 I grew Taller and My 
muscular developement, vascularity and athlec performance went through the roof!!  The boost in HGH and 
Testosterone associated with Puberty was the "Juice" that took me to the Next Level.

This is the big Secret Gents... You can spike the internal system that gave You a boost in strength and muscle in 
puberty in Your 30s 40s and beyond!  the secret is in those Compound explosive Movements.  I personally love 
the Snatch or Powerclean and Press to blast my metabolism and hormones through the roof!  To train these exer-
cises it takes Motor Skills and Speed, Muscular Strength and then Heart and Circulatory Endurance.  These differ-
ent aributes are linked to different Muscle Fibers within the Muscle itself and when a training all of the muscle 
fibers at the same me, The Whole System goes into a kind of  shock..  The Metabolism in boosted hardcore and 
thethe Endocrines answer to all of this "trauma" is to go into overdrive, producing as much as double the average 
amount of HGH and Testosterone!!  Look at the example of World Class Sprinters and Swimmers.. Very lile is 
done in the way of weight liing or bodybuilding in these Athletes training protocols.  Yet they are thickly 
Muscled and very lean!! and of course fit beyond fit!  These athletes are constantly out of breath in every 
moment of every training session working through gut check style speed interval training.  Training that explodes 
the body as a system in such a way that half way into the session all fibers must be recruited in order for conn-
ued performance!  DO NOT TAKE THIS LIGHTLY.. To train in this way is a spiritual pursuit of grit, toughness and 
determinaon that many are not willing to explore.  A pure Warrior Mindset is key.

There is one more special component that is a must to harness the HGH and Testosterone from the Compound 
and Sprint style Training.  That component is Nutrion.  Not just food group pyramid and all that Jazz..  Specific 
meal plan within 30 minutes aer training maximizes the endocrine Boost!! Not sugar, Protein and long burning 
carbohydrates with vegetable or bran fiber is Ideal.  Again no Sugar!!  Although Glycogen will be depleted from 
the super intense Thrash Training You have just completed, and You will be craving the simple sugar for energy, 
Sugar will shut down the Endocrine Power Plant You just fired up!!  Get the most out of all the Hard work , blood 
swsweat and tears You just put into Your workout by Eang the right kind of recovery meal..  That last key compo-
nent will unleash the power of Superhuman strength, muscle,vitality and Youth that will connue Your amazing 
Journey of Imrovement..

Not just Athlecsm!! All across the board these Hormones make You beer!! Immune system and blood pressure 
are greatly improved..  "At puberty our Immune systems are at there peak," says Keith Kelley MD, " the manufac-
ture of T Cells, White Blood Cell acvity and the manufacture of Red Blood cells all increase and intensify."  And 
did I menon sex funcons and libido? A study by Dr. Daniel Rudman reported that Sexual Rejuvenaon is one 
of the most common reported benefits of increased HGH and Testosterone levels.. "HGH is one of the most 
Powerful ways to restore youthful libido and sexual funcon."  Also Vision, Hair and Skin rejuvenaon improve 
tto Youthful levels!!  I am talking about the Superhuman Fountain of Youth!  Without expensive drugs!  So get out 
there and do some sprints and powercleans Brothers.. and make sure You are hing the fluer kicks or jumprope 
inbetween to keep metabolism high and fat low!  Then Eat Right and drink gallons of Water and You will be Your 
best EVER!!
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MY NEW GIRLFRIEND IS NOT THAT 

ADVENTUROUS IN BED, HOW DO I 

SPICE THINGS UP WITHOUT HER 

FEELING LIKE I’M PUSHING HER??

Well, you don’t want her to do 
anything she doesn’t want to do. But 
we suggest the best way to get her to 
heat up the bedroom is slowly. Start 
by trying a sexual position or tech-
nique you haven’t done with her 
before and let her know you feel so 
comfortablecomfortable with her that you want to 
start exploring your sexuality together, 
and you trust her enough to learn 
together. She should be open to it, 
and the more you try new things, the 
more comfortable she will become 
trying new things too. Who knows she 
justjust might come up with a few tricks of 
her own, you are yet to discover.

HOW DO I IMPRESS A WOMAN?

Ask her about herself, her ambitions, 
her life. Be interested. It's a rare 
woman who wants to sit around all 
night listening to a man talk about 
himself. And the more you try to 
impress her with your tales of adven-
ture, the less impressed she'll be. Be 
presentable.presentable. Women are notorious 
accessorizers, and whether she'll 
admit it to you or not, you are an 
accessory. 

She is most likely alone because she 
wants to be alone. This sounds like 
strong woman who is independent 
enough to enjoy her own company. If 
you want her to be open to your 
advances, just be a genuinely nice guy 
who in interested in a friendly conver-
sation. Don’t be flirty or overly complisation. Don’t be flirty or overly compli-
mentary, and don’t offer to buy her a 
drink. A simple, “Wow, you look great 
tonight, introduce yourself, shake her 
hand, and make a comment about the 
scene (It’s slow here tonight.) She’ll 
assess you, she will continue the con
versation if she’s interested or 
attracted to you, otherwise she will cut 
the conversation short, and then you 
have your answer. She’s not inter-
ested. Either way, you have nothing to 
lose.

I WAS INTRODUCED TO 
THIS PERSONAL 
TRAINER BY MY BUDDY 
BECAUSE I AM LOOKING 
TO SHED SOME WEIGHT. 
AND SHE IS SMOKING 
HOT! . SHE SAID SHE 
WOULD GET TO KNOW WOULD GET TO KNOW 
ME BETTER. WE WENT 
OUT A COUPLE TIMES 
FOR DRINKS. NO 
KISSING OR TOUCHING, 
BUT I HAD A GREAT 
TIME. SHE’S FRIENDLY 
AND ALL, BUT NO AND ALL, BUT NO 
ACTION. IS SHE INTER-
ESTED?

42% OF WOMEN
SAY THAT ORAL SEX 

(RECEIVING) IS THE MOST 
LIKELY ACTIVITY TO BRING 

THEM TO ORGASM!

Other women will judge her on her 
choice. A clean, good-smelling man 
with well-fitting clothes is a real prize. 
Make eye contact, and smile - in a 
friendly way. Don't leer. 
Be a gentleman. It's a myth that Be a gentleman. It's a myth that 
chivalry is dead. It’s not dead. But 
don’t overdo it. Sometimes, she wants 
to open the door herself. Learn to 
dance. Women will flock to you - all of 
them will be impressed. 
Be funny without being crude. It's an Be funny without being crude. It's an 
art. Compliment her. It's hard for a 
woman not to be impressed with a 
man who is impressed with her. If you 
really like her, tell her so. You don't 
have to make a big deal about it, just 
let her know you admire her. 

Well, some girls like to take their time 
truly getting to know you better; 
others show clear signs of interest by 
moving forward with a little action. I 
would say if your after hour social 
interacting hasn’t resulted in even a 
kiss, then she is not interested. 
Sexual chemistry would be apparent Sexual chemistry would be apparent 
right from the start. Sorry buddy, she 
got to know you better, and she’s not 
interested!

THERE IS THIS REALLY BEAUTI-
FUL WOMAN WHO I SEE AT THE 
LOCAL RESTAURANT/BAR IN MY 
NEIGHBORHOOD. SHE ALWAYS 
COMES IN ALONE AND SIPS HER 
DRINK AT THE BAR. HOW DO I 
APPROACH HER?

Have a Queson?
ASK KASANOVA at 
KASANOVAonline.com

GET TO THE NITTY GRITTY - ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS EVERY MAN WANTS TO KNOW





Jennifer







VOTE for Jennifer for KITTEN of The Month! www.KASANOVAonline.com









The Bench Break Vineyard Pinot Noir offers the 
minerality of fruit from the most austere section of 
the estate; it is dark, exotic and voluptuous.

BENCH BREAK VINEYARD
Pinot Noir

Lush and tropical Katherine's Chardonnay, named 
for owner Barbara Banke's eldest daughter, is a
 signature wine of the estate.

KATHERINE'S VINEYARD
Chardonnay

The Tepusquet Vineyard Syrah, typical of its cool-
climate origins, is deep, rich, earthy, spicy and 
peppery.

TEPUSQUET VINEYARD
Syrah

Winners from our tasting room

ABSOLUT MANGO MOJITO
4 Parts ABSOLUT Mango
2 Parts Simple Syrup
2 Parts Lime Juice
1 Splash Sugar, Superfine
Soda Water
Mint Leaf
MangoMango

Fill a chilled highball glass with 
crushed ice. Add ABSOLUT Mango, 
lime juice, simple syrup and sugar, 
superfine. Top up with soda water. 
Garnish with 1 slice mango and 1 
leaf mint leaf.

ABSOLUT BLACK MULE
1 Part ABSOLUT 100
1 Dash Bitter
1 Splash Lime Juice
Ginger Beer
Lime

Fill a chilled highball glass with ice Fill a chilled highball glass with ice 
cubes. Add ABSOLUT 100, bitter 
and lime juice. Top up with ginger 
beer. Garnish with 1 wedge lime.

SKY CRUISER
8 Parts ABSOLUT Apeach
5 Parts Lemon Juice
3 Parts Vanilla Liqueur
2 Parts Passionfruit Syrup

Fill a shaker with ice cubes. Add all Fill a shaker with ice cubes. Add all 
ingredients. Shake and strain into a 
chilled cocktail glass.

TWISTED TONIC
1 Part ABSOLUT Citron
Tonic Water
Lemon

Fill a chilled highball glass with ice Fill a chilled highball glass with ice 
cubes. Add ABSOLUT Citron. Top 
up with tonic water. Garnish with 1 
slice lemon.

BLUE HAWAIIAN
2 Parts ABSOLUT Vodka
2 Parts Blue Curacao
1 Part Coconut Syrup
Pineapple Juice
Maraschino Berry

Fill a chilled highball glass with ice Fill a chilled highball glass with ice 
cubes. Add ABSOLUT Vodka, blue 
curacao and coconut syrup. Top up 
with pineapple juice. Garnish with 1 
whole maraschino berry.

CHOCOLATE MINT MARTINI
4 Parts ABSOLUT Vodka
1 Part Dry Vermouth
2 Parts White Chocolate Liqueur
1 Part Crème De Menthe, White

Fill a mixing glass with ice cubes. Fill a mixing glass with ice cubes. 
Add all ingredients. Stir and strain 
into a chilled cocktail glass.

DOUBLE DIAMOND
1 Part ABSOLUT Vodka
1 Part Triple Sec
1 Part Lemon Juice

Fill a shaker with ice cubes. Add all 
ingredients. Shake and strain into a 
chilled cocktail glass.

MIND ERASER
1 Part ABSOLUT Vodka
1 Part Soda Water
1 Part Coffee Liqueur

Add all ingredients into a chilled shot 
glass.
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